
August---the depths of ”The Dog Days of Summer.”  We might be tempted to 
hang out in our air conditioned homes, or splash in the back yard pool—or what 
the heck, get out of town into the cool mountains. Still, a lot of our fellow DFC’ers 
made the effort to go fishing in the heat and met at the early hour of 6:00 a.m. 
at the Phon D. Sutton access point on the Salt River. The plan of attack was to 
inflate boats, rig up fly rods, and arrange for a shuttle to bring the drivers from 
Granite Reef back to Phon D. Sutton. We had a pretty good turnout—I think 
I counted 17 members-including a few new members who needed to borrow 

boats and fins to accompany us. As always, we are happy to lend gear to enthusiastic new mem-
bers. The Salt was flowing pretty good –1000 cfs, so those without an anchor were at a significant 
disadvantage. I had learned from the last trip that 5 pounds of logging chain barely slowed my boat 
down, and I brought 10 pounds this time---much better. I have to admit that not a lot of fish were 
actually caught—the Verde was dumping in some pretty muddy water which hindered visibility—
but most anglers caught one of two. Mostly bass, but Skip caught a big carp, and I hooked (but did 
not land) a rainbow.  That’s my story anyway. Tom Horvath reports that he hooked up with what was 
likely a big sucker, but ended up breaking him off.  (Skip says it was a sunken tree branch.) The club 
also made it a priority to pick up some trash on this outing—sometimes at great personal risk. One 
of our members waded through some muck and weeds to pick up some floating trash snagged in a 
weed bed, and ended up with some small leeches attached to his legs. Ick!  Fortunately, they were 
easily removed. I think we recovered 16 bags of trash.
   I have to commend Vince Deadmond for doing a great job organizing this outing (it’s a lot like 
herding cats) and hosting a get together at Chateau Vince afterwards. Thanks Vince!
I’ve also heard reports that the big bluegills are still taking flies at Canyon Lake, so there are still 
opportunities close by.
   Dick Brooks and I leave for our Alaska Raft trip on August 25.  Some of you may remember that 
I gave a presentation last year on this topic--12 days self guided rafting down a remote Western 
Alaska river on 1 man Watermaster rafts.  Lest you think I’m wealthy, the total cost for this trip is what 
you would pay for a few days at a guided lodge in Alaska. We expect to see bears, daily rain, and 
sleep in tents but in return we see some incredible scenery, catch some amazing fish on a fly rod, 
and really relax. I hope to have some great stories to tell at the next club meeting!

Joe Staller
Catch me at: joestaller@yahoo.com

O F F I C I A L  D E S E R T  F L Y  C A S T E R S  N E W S L E T T E R

Desert Fly Casters Supports 
BARBLESS HOOKS
 CATCH & RELEASE

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT

SEPTEMBER 2013

President's Drift                                                                                            Joe Staller  •  September 2013

SEPTEMBER DFC CLUB MEETING...

SEPTEMBER
Wednesday, 

September 11, 2013
Cocktails: 5:30 • Dinner: 6:30
Raffle/Action & Prizes: 7:00

  Elks Lodge
   1775 West Chandler Blvd.

Chandler, Arizona 85224

Our DFC meeting will have fly fishing guru, 
Vince Deadmond...It's Rocky Point Time!  
(TAH DAH!!)
A slide presentation on Rocky Point will be given and an invitation 
to join the club on it's 51st visit to Puerto Penasco.  Topics to be 
covered:  equipment, where to fish, kinds of fish to expect, tech-
niques for saltwater fishing, safety, camping, hotels, or resorts.
...but, WAIT!!
Eating drinking and other activities will also be covered.
(TAH DAH!!)ROCKY POINT TIME!!!
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OCTOBER DFC CLUB OUTING
White Mountains – Fall Fishing for Big Trout (and Huge Muskies)! 
When: Thursday October 24th – Sunday October 27th, 2013
Where: Rode Inn Motel -- Springerville, AZ
Host: Gentry Smith  |  Tom Horvath | Vince Deadmond
Cost:  $140 per person – 3-nights lodging, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room
$100 per person – 2-nights lodging, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room 

September Fly of the Month
Stimulator

The Stimulator can be huge ammo in your fly box.  The stimulator tied in different colors 
and sizes can imitate:
Hoppers  •  Ants  •  Crickets  •  Caddis flies  •  Stoneflies  •  Bed Bugs
The black stimulator in a size 12 matches the ant drop pretty closely in the White 
Mountains...A stacker helps in evening up the deer or elk hair
Try tying some without wings.  It aids in floating the fly because it is just less material that 
can soak up water.

The club has once again reserved a block of rooms at the Rode Inn Motel located in 
the town of Springerville. All rooms at the Rode Inn feature two queen beds, televi-
sion, refrigerator, coffee pot, microwave oven and free Wi-Fi. Single King rooms are 
available upon request. We will have access to their banquet room Saturday night, 
where will host a group dinner for DFC members staying at the motel. This meal is 
included in the cost of this trip.
    Fall is a great time to target larger fish cruising in the shallower water in the White 
Mountains. For the browns this time of year means spawning season and for the rain-
bows it is time to bulk up for the impending winter months ahead. Possible lakes to 
fish include Becker, Sunrise, Hawley, Crescent, Big Lake and many others. This is also 
a great time to try the area’s streams, such as the Little Colorado, and the West and 
East Forks of the Black River. The upper section of Silver Creek will be open and full 
of retired broad stock. And if that isn’t enough, Vince Deadmond will be leading the 
charge over to Quemado Lake, NM to chase huge muskies!
    In the past, many club members have landed some of their biggest fish in Arizona 
on this trip. If you have not experience the White Mountains in the fall—you really 
are missing out.

To sign-up, see Gentry Smith at the September club meeting for more details.  
Questions??? Catch me at: design@gentrysmith.com
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Conservation Project “Clean 
UP” – Salt River Float Trip
The Trash Clean UP campaign continued on the Salt 
River Float Trip on a WARM August Saturday!!!!  
Some of the highlights of the Float included Gentry 
Smith trying to get trash out of the mane of a Wild 
Horse (He had to settle for some Great Pictures!!!), 
and one DFC member who shall remain nameless 
almost snorkeling for beer cans in a mud flat.  Great 
Effort!!
   Seriously, we left the river cleaner than it was, had a 
fun float, caught a few fish, and almost everyone on 
the trip earned raffle tickets for the fantastic 3 piece 
rod Dave Weaver has assembled.
   We’ll have pickup bags available at the San Juan 
Trip in September, the Becker Lake / Quemodo Lake 
/ White Mtns Outing in October, and for Rocky 
Point in early November, THEN the drawing at the 
Regular Club Meeting in November.
   And more Conservation Projects and Opportuni-
ties  are COMING!  Stay tuned to the DFC newslet-
ter for future activities. ………..
Questions...Catch me, Joe Miller, at: jam@prairi-
etriz.com

Volunteers Needed for 
Canyon Creek Gravel Project 
Twenty volunteers are needed for installation 
of spawning gravel at Canyon Creek on Sep-
tember 14th to increase the opportunities for a 
successful wild brown trout fishery.   
   Volunteers will meet on Saturday September 
14th at 8:00am in the Canyon Creek meadow 
parking lot to move gravel into the stream.    
   Directions to the meadow are:   Take SR 260 
east from Payson to the Rim to the junction 
with FS 512 (road to Young).   Turn right and 
drive south on FS 512 approximately 3 miles to 
the Canyon Creek turnoff and turn left (east) 
on FS 33 and continue for 3 miles to FS 34 and 
proceed to the meadow.   
   Recommended items to bring include work 
gloves, shovels, buckets, protective eyewear, 
hats, sun screen, snacks, water and wheelbar-
rows (if available).    Fishing equipment is op-
tional if you plan to spend any other time there 
over the weekend.   All volunteers will receive 
a Canyon Creek Patch showing their involve-
ment. 
If you can assist in this project, please contact 
Curt Gill at cgill@azgfd.gov to be added to the 
volunteer list and for updates on the project.     
Thanks to Zane Grey Chapter of Trout Unlimited for 
Canyon Creek Project Write-Up.

Here's Skip's NEW Pontoon Boat on the Salt.  Ru-
mor is Tom H  helped him pick it out.   Both guys 
did pick up trash, and Skip caught a big Carp.

DFC CONSERVATION 
Activities

It was the 20th of August and I was happy to be on my favorite 
stream, I recently worked hard on some paintings getting them 
ready for a show in mid October. The long hours I so enjoyed 
putting myself through with brush and palette since getting back 
from the Adirondacks had caught up with me. I felt I owed myself 
time to take a break it was time to get away and catch some R & 
R here on the Pere Marquette.  And, as always when traveling this 
way I was accompanied by my friend Nelson, already somewhere 
upstream of the Green Cottage. We always put in on this stretch 
together. Today, however, I trekked downstream, crossed over and 
found myself sitting under a shade tree drinking a cold Coca-Cola I 
had taken from the cooler and dropped in my vest.
   The Coca-Cola was refreshing, even reminded me of my child-
hood.  Funny, how a taste or a smell of something for just one brief 
minute takes you back in time when things were simple and un-
complicated.  Maybe it was the smell of the pines here on the river 
too. The few minutes alone here, the smells, and grasping this cold 
Cola bottle seemingly set off wonderful memories, of years ago as 
a kid, sitting on the front porch at the cabin talking with my father, 
watching the river flow gently into the deep golden orange hori-
zon at day’s end. Those were wonderful days. I wish I could return 
to those moments. Dad always had time to talk with me.
    I was mesmerized with the riffle a few feet in front of me and yet 
ready to slip into the waters, pump my 6 1/2 foot 3 wt. fly rod and 
zero in on the brown sipping under the overhang downstream 
near the old half submerged log.
    The weight of my day finally seemed to vanish as I felt the cool 
breeze make the alders sway.  I searched my fly box deciding 
which Pheasant Tail Ribbed Soft Hackle to put on, most of them 
looked pretty beat up. I admitted to myself that I should have 
spent some quality time tying flies instead of getting by with what 
was left over from the trip out east in late June.
   The hatch seemed small, I didn’t see too much on the surface 
yet. After much deliberation I selected a #14 that appealed to me; 
tied it on my 6x tippet, waded out beyond the small riffle about 
20 yards, kept my eye on the busy brown, let out some line with a 
few false casts and gently laid my fly line into a drift towards the 
feeding brown. 
   A few blue jays squawked somewhere above as they hastily 
winged their way from the oak trees on the far bank. The jays kept 
up their frantic flight as they darted back from one side of the river 
to the other. 
      This is when I heard him yell out.
     “Fisherman, can you help me, got cramps in my legs.”
    I looked to the left, up stream and then to the back of me and 
saw this older fisherman wading across and down through the 
little rapids to where I was. The water didn’t seem too swift above 
the riffle where I had crossed earlier, but he did appear as if he 
needed some help.
    I quickly reeled in my line as I took a few steps in his direction. 
He had gray hair under an old hat that reminded me of the photos 
of Zane Grey and that wide edge brimmed hat he always wore. 
He had a bamboo rod tucked under his arm as he favored an old 
stick from a tree helping him wade through the top edge of the 
riffle.  A large net with a long handle tugged at his side with the 
current on piece of rope tied to his waist.  His vest was soiled- a 
true sportsman never needed to clean something as precious as 
the basic fly-fishing uniform for the season.  He had a pipe tucked 
part way in his plaid shirt pocket that looked like it might slip out if 
he made any sudden moves.  He fancied wire-rimmed glasses that 
were slipping on his nose, a pencil bar mustache and a loose bulky 
pair of faded wading boots with red patches near both knees.
     “I’ve got my canoe down stream a piece, thought I’d walk back 
up this way and try my luck here before heading for the cabin. 
Glad you’re able to help me,” he said as I inched closer to him. I 
reached out and grabbed his arm in mine and told him we’d walk 
together arms locked, towards the opposite bank, where he could 
sit. He looked frazzled, he steadied himself, a serious expression 
of concentration fell upon his face under his old hat as we waded 
closer to the opposite bank where he could rest.  Surprisingly, I 
didn’t think the water was that swift. He appeared older than my-
self, having a few more years on him as a fisherman. He did ask for 
some assistance. 

      The brown could wait. 
     “Thank you, you’re very kind to me. Sorry to spoil your fish-
ing, I know you had your eye on that brown down there…
name is James D. Forester…it’s just “J.D.,” everyone settles on 
once they get to know me. Thanks for the hand.” J.D. straight-
ened up, pushed his glasses up and tugged at his fishing vest 
took a deep breath and continued. “Thought my legs were 
okay until I got about halfway across. Didn’t feel cramped little 
while ago, guess it must be my age creeping up on me.  Don’t 
get out as much as I used to.  The current here really surprised 
me,” he said.  J.D propped his backside against the bank while 
he stood in the water.
      “Well, J.D., nice to meet you, my name is Robert Painter.” We 
shook hands once he got settled on the bank. “Nice to see you 
on the stream like this. Sorry you had trouble crossing those 
riffles. Why don’t you sit here until you get your bearings and 
feel good about yourself, then I’ll help you down to your ca-
noe.” I thought it unusual and felt a little concerned for him, 
but he did seem to perk up a little while we stood there. 
    “Thanks, Robert, I know I’ll be all right in a few minutes, I’ll 
just have a smoke and let you go ‘bout catching that brown. 
He’s yours and you should get at him before dark.” J.D. fumbled 
at his shirt pocket for his pipe along with his matches. “I’ll be 
just fine, you shouldn’t waste the hour like this, that brown has 
your name on it.”
   The blue jays kept their frantic pace and chatter as they 
moved about over the brown. 
      J.D. said with interest. “You sure got a fancy fly rod there. 
Noticed it loads pretty fast.  Pretty nifty. What kind is it?”
    “It’s an old favorite, a graphite, one of my friends made for 
me. Speaking of noticing fly rods, J.D., I admirer the bamboo 
rod you’re fishing. Who made it for you?” 
      “Oh, this is a Leonard,” J.D proudly said.
      “Sure is in good condition, always admired bamboo fly rods. 
It’s got to be a collectors dream to see something in such good 
condition like that. How old is it?”
      “Just got it in the mail late last month.”
      We both smiled, J.D. because of his proud new Leonard and 
me because I really admired the craftsmanship when it came 
to bamboo fly rods.
     J.D. looked a little more relaxed now as he drew in the 
flame while the smoke from the pipe rose gently above his 
head before finding the breeze that rustled the near by wild 
grasses and alders. I had to envy him owning a Leonard bam-
boo fly rod, but didn’t continue the conversation, as I shifted 
my weight and turned a little to view the active brown again. 
    “Yep that river sure surprised me. Thought I knew myself 
till that cramp set in.  Appreciate the help.  Now you just go 
about that brown.”
      “J.D., tell me, how long you been out fishing today?”
     “Got away just shortly after 5:30 or there bouts, and, with 
evening setting in I wanted to cover as much of the river as 
I could that’s why the canoe is just down stream from here. 
Caught a nice brown a little while ago, just up from the Green 
Cottage.” J.D. motioned up stream with his pipe. “Think it’s 
close to 15- took it on one of my best wet flies, first drift. Got it 
in my bucket in the canoe. Haven’t seen a rise since.”
      “Did you see my fishing buddy back there?”
      “Can’t say as I did. You’re the only one I’ve seen all day.” 
      The blue jays kept up their chatter while circling a group of 
alders just below the brown.
      “Sure noisy aren’t they Robert? Guess that’s what I like about 
the river though, it’s peaceful with just the sounds of nature.  
I wish more people could enjoy the scenery and the waters 
here. Been thinking of getting hold of some those aluminum 
canoes and rent them out for people to see this part of the 
country,” J.D. said as he slowly drew from his pipe. “Would like 
to share the view from here with people.”
     “I’m sure a lot of people have thought of the same thing J.D.” 
I started to laugh to myself, with what he had just muttered. 
Trouble with some of these rivers, there were too many crazies 
in canoes, why would he even think about putting another ca-
noe livery on this river was beyond me.

The Fisherman 
and the Blue Jay
By Robert McKeon

....continued on page 6 & 7
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Vince Deadmond's pictures of a day on the Lower Salt River 
are worth a thousand words!

Thanx Vince
for all you do for

us DFC Trout Bums!
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Fly Tying Corner

Questions??? Catch me, Bob Harrison, on the fly at: Harrn7963@aol.com
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      “Think I’ll be okay right now, Robert, cramps 
are gone.  Why don’t you try for that brown and 
I’ll sit here and watch you take him,” he said in a 
persistent way. “I’ll make my way down to my ca-
noe by walking this side of the river. I know I can 
cross over ‘bout where I got her tied up.”
     “Okay, J.D., let’s do this… I’ll try my hand at 
the brown then I’ll walk on down with you to your 
canoe. I’d like to make sure you get back to the 
safety of your canoe. How’s that sound,” I said as I 
nodded toward the brown?  “Besides, it’s getting 
late in the evening and I’m to meet my fishing 
buddy, Nelson, back at the car around 9:00.” 
     “Robert, you’re too kind, I’d enjoy the company.  
Maybe we can get an idea of why those blue jays 
are making so much noise.”
    I nodded his way with a smile and stepped 
into the spot about where I was before  J.D. came 
along.  I then let out some line and pumped my 
rod over and across setting the line into the drift.  
Mr. Brown here I come, the morsel is to be had, 
I thought to myself as I mended my line.  Just 
then I looked up and spotted a blue jay franticly 
circling the tops of one of the alders just a few 
yards downstream. Odd I thought to myself, that 
same blue jay keeps circling in a tight turn with 
a fluttering motion. Diving and darting back up 
and down again must be he’s claimed a territory 
all to himself. 
     I watched for a few seconds before I realized my 
fly was about to be making the right spot for the 
brown’s lazy mealtime snack, when ‘SMACK!’  The 
water boiled by the old fallen log and I raised my 
rod off to one side setting the hook.  My rod bent 
down to the handle as I let him run a little before 
pulling in some slack. 
     “Robert, nice catch. That was an excellent show 
with that fancy rod of yours,” J.D. blurted out.  
“You got yourself breakfast for tomorrow.  I’ll bet 
that’ll run at least 16 inches.” J.D.’s enthusiasm 
showed as he raised his pipe in my direction and 
waved.
    Once I felt that I was in control of the brown 
after a few seconds, I took up the slack line and 
fought him the rest of the way up to my net on 
the reel winning another few kind words of praise 
from the cheerleading committee bank side. The 
brown filled the net, a beautiful catch with all of 
its colors. 
    “By the marks on my net handle here, it tells me 
this brown is a good 18 inches in length- pretty 
chunky too.” I released the hook, grabbed the 
brown gently beneath the belly, raising it slowly 
from the net so J.D. could have one last look at it 
before I carefully released it back in the waters of 
the Pere Marquette.   
    “Robert, why did you let it go?  That’d make a 
might tasty breakfast!”  J.D. had both arms out-
stretched as if to say I was crazy. “Why let it go,” he 
replied again in an almost comical pleading tone 
to his voice?
 “Knew I could catch it again, J.D.  
Knew I could come back and fish for the brown 
tomorrow,” I said.  I bent down to the waters and 
dunked my hands to wash them off. J.D. seemed 
a little upset that I let the brown go. He puzzled 
me to say the least since I’ve always believed in 
‘catch and release.’
   “I’ll be darned,” J.D. muttered as he pulled an-
other smoke from his pipe. “Never thought I’d see 
anyone return a trout that size back to the waters 
like that. You’re a true sportsman, Robert.”
“J.D. guess that’s why I fish- for the sport of it, the 
challenge and the beauty of being outside like 
this,” I said as I checked my fly and hooked it on 
the cork handle. I wound the line tight as I kept 
my eyes on the blue jay as it made another flut-
ter above the trees. “J.D., can you see that blue jay 
above the trees down there,” I quizzically asked 
pointing the tip of my rod down stream?
    J.D. followed my line of sight as he took a few 
steps away from the bank. “I’ll be, Robert, think 

I could only concentrate on the blue jay and the 
fact that J.D. didn’t find this trek in the water too 
difficult. He was sure worked up with enthusiasm 
about baseball though.  The faster he talked the 
more smoke puffed about his head and shoul-
ders from his pipe.  Looked like he was sending 
smoke signals to someone down stream. 
      “Yep, lefthander Bob Caine pitched to little 
Eddie Gaedel, walked him too, with four straight 
pitches. Yes sir that will be one day in baseball 
guess I’ll never forget. The Tigers beat those 
Browns- that St. Louie bunch with a score of six 
to two.” 
       “J.D., I’m pretty sure that blue jay is snagged.  
You see that J.D.,” I said as I waved my hand and 
pointed up into the trees?  We stood at the base 
of some small alders that swayed in the breeze as 
they leaned out over the river.  
     My mind was on the blue jay, not what baseball 
game was played yesterday. 
   “Robert, I see what you’re talking about.  We 
should get that blue jay down.  Maybe I could 
crawl up on one of those trees and cut him loose.” 
J.D. pulled his pipe from his mouth pointed it at 
the top of the trees and said, “Can’t really remem-
ber when I climbed a tree last though.”
    “J.D. I don’t think we could climb those skinny 
looking trees, but if I can get a foot up on the 
bank, stand up, pull myself up by my arms to that 
first lower branch, I think, with my weight, I’d be 
able to pull that smaller tree down.  Then maybe 
you could hold it while I let myself down and help 
you pull the tip of the tree down to where we 
could both get at that blue jay.”  I was animated 
with the idea as I pointed my rod tip and traced 
my route I’d take in the trees. “I’ll set my rod down 
over on the bank away from the trees.”
     “Robert, would you please grab mine and set 
it over there too.  Think if I had both hands ready, 
I’d feel better.”  
     J.D. handed me his beautiful Leonard as I 
slowly set it next to mine on top of the wild grass 
that acted as a cushion and out of the way from 
any misjudgment I’d have if I fell from the trees. 
I admired the workmanship that went into the 
Leonard “J.D. Forester-‘51” was penned near the 
handle of the rod to show ownership, along with 
Leonard’s signature. It was a beautiful 8 footer for 
sure. My best bet, if anything happened, I’d end 
up butt first in about 2 feet of water instead of 
clumsily stepping on the rods.
      “Sure you’re going to be okay, J.D.?” 
     “You’ve got some keen eyes with that jay. I’m 
glad I can help. You’re a true sportsman, Robert! 
Now just you don’t worry about ol’ J.D.,” J.D. said 
as he pocketed his pipe.  He nervously ran a fin-
ger across his pencil bar mustache with a quick 
motion and pulled at his old hat.  
    J.D. stood under the small group of trees and 
watched me step up on the near bank.
     I pulled myself up to the first branch of the 
tree on the right, this being the largest of the 
three trees. It was no easy task considering I don’t 
move too swiftly clinging among the trees with a 
set of chest waders, boots, a lose fitting fly fishing 
vest, an empty Cola bottle, a few more fly boxes 
than normal, and a net strapped to my back on 
a zinger. 
     My theory was to reach the middle tree, the 
thinnest, where the blue jay seemed to be tan-
gled, reach over, hang on and then bend the 
smaller tree as I inched my way out over the wa-
ter, hand-over-hand on the tree itself. J.D. then 
could grab the tree as it bent down; I’d drop back 
into the water and help. The plan worked until I 
transferred onto the smaller tree and found my-
self completely upside down, looking back at J.D. 
I was hanging on with both hands the tree did 
not want to bend right away. My theory wasn’t 
quite exactly working. I now had to wrap my legs 
around the smaller tree and proceed to inch my 
out over the water by hanging like some Green 
Beret on a mission. As I hung there upside down 
I could see J.D. running his finger over his mus-

it’s caught on something up there. No wonder 
there’s been such a commotion with those jays!”  
J.D. steadied himself with his walking stick as he 
now stood next to me.
     “How about it J.D., you feel like wading down to 
those trees and get a closer look at the blue jay?”
    “Don’t see why not, maybe we can help if its 
caught up on something. Besides if I think about 
it my canoe’s is just beyond the Point.” J.D. gave 
a nod in the direction just beyond the group of 
trees we were looking at- the river makes a sharp 
turn to the south. It was known as the “Point” a 
place where local guides secured their boats in 
the shallows, entertaining their clients with a 
nearby hole that held large steelheads in season.
    “No more cramps…water here is slow, shouldn’t 
have any trouble with wading Robert.” 
     I waited for J.D. to fumble with his matches and 
relight his pipe as I kept an eye on the troubled 
blue jay. The smell of his pipe and the smoke kept 
the pesky mosquitoes at bay for the time being 
before we started to move closer to the blue jay.  
I had my rod tucked under my arm with a free 
hand to give my friend a brace if needed.
   “Been following the Detroit Tigers, Robert? 
Guess they had quite a day over there in the St. 
Louie Browns ballpark.  You do follow baseball 
don’t you,” J.D. commented as he took another 
puff on his pipe and looked at me?
     “Can’t say I’ve been too enthusiastic with much 
of baseball this year. Tigers still struggling,” I said 
nonchalantly?  I kept an eye on the blue jay and 
his frantic fluttering.  I also was trying to compre-
hend J.D.’s referencing to the Browns.  Maybe it 
was a ballpark or something I wasn’t familiar with. 
     “What happened yesterday with the Tigers?”
    “Oh, tell you it was something, guess I’ll never 
will forget. Even the announcer, Ty Tyson, sure 
was good at ‘reconstructing’ the play as he took in 
the ball game.  Think even he was flabbergasted 
with what that St. Louie manager did. It was a 
double header and the Browns are in the bottom 
of the 1st inning of the second game.  The darn 
St. Louie team manager sends up this little guy 
to bat.  Right there in front of everybody at the 
stadium, oh, it was really something, Robert.”  
    I could sense J.D.’s enthusiasm escalate while he 
talked as we inched ourselves closer to the tree 
the blue jay was fluttering and circling.
   “Yep read about it in the paper too, even bought 
two papers today.  Seems that those St Louie 
bunch got themselves a little guy to pinch bat for 
lead off batter, Frank Saucier”
   “Guess I’m not following baseball that much. 
Who’s Frank Saucier?” I said. I had my eyes on the 
blue jay and was trying to site in on just what was 
going on in the trees.  We were about twenty 
yards away from the tree the blue jay was circling. 
    “Oh he’s on the St. Louie team, plays outfield. 
Guess he was injured yesterday and you know, 
Robert, they did the darnedest thing in baseball 
I ever heard. Right away Browns manager pulls 
Saucier, because he’s injured, I guess, in the first 
up to bat for the St. Louie bunch. Yep, they pull 
him and send this here little Eddie Gaedel up to 
the plate.  He stands this high, ‘bout this high 
Robert.” J.D. then gestured as he suspended his 
hand about 3 feet above the water.  J.D. pulled on 
his pipe with excitement as the smoke ascended 
above his head as he continued. “Saw the whole 
thing in the sports page this morning, too, that 
little Gaedel standing up there at the plate. Why, 
I don’t see how anybody could ever pitch to him 
and find the strike zone.”
   “J.D., do you see how that blue jay is flying 
around? He’s been snagged on something. Looks 
like it might be some fishing line.”  I had almost 
ignored J.D.’s baseball story.  I hadn’t followed 
much of baseball since the last strike with all the 
over paid nut scratches and what they put the 
nation through. Now J.D. was jabbering about 
someone in baseball that I had no knowledge of. 

tache with excitement along with motioning for 
me to keep moving.  He had pushed his old hat 
back his eyes were as big as dinner plates as he 
kept his train of thought on my escapades. 
     I had the blue jay now almost at arms length 
when he made his frantic descending dip. His 
tangled world was close at hand. And, as I crept 
closer to the tip of the tree I had a flashback of 
my childhood, the good times I had climbing 
the trees back of the cabin. Returning to those 
wonderful days of the past had me almost in a 
panic stage- I was tired and not as agile as I once 
was finding myself hanging over the river upside 
down. It was never like this back when I was a 
kid. This was damn dumb right now, when all of 
a sudden I felt the tiny tree finally give way with 
my weight.  The tree and myself bent slowly to 
the surface where J.D. grabbed on as I released 
my legs settling my feet into the gavel bottom of 
the river. We both hung on to the small tree as 
the blue jay frantically fluffed around in front of 
us.  The tree was now at a bowed angle as we held 
securely to the tip branches.
      “Got a knife Robert?”
       “No.”
     “Hold on and I’ll get mine from my vest pocket.  
Looks like we’ll have to cut the branch he’s tan-
gled in or maybe cut that fly line,” J.D. said. 
      We steadied ourselves as he made the transfer 
of his small pocketknife. We both kept a hold on 
the tree. “How are we going to keep it from flying 
away after we cut the line,” I asked?  The blue jay 
proceeded in a panic flight pattern at eye level 
while we ducked to stay away from his tethered 
existence. I tucked the branches under my arm 
and leaned against it at the same time I quickly 
unfolded the knife blade.
     “Let me grab my net Robert and we’ll capture 
him before you cut him from the tree.”
       J.D. reached for his net and with one full grace-
ful swish had the blue jay captivated. I then cut 
the fly line close to the branches the blue jay was 
attached, and at the same time we both let the 
tiny tree snap away from us bouncing back to 
stand at attention on the bank with the others.  
J.D. closed his hands around the net as I closed 
the knife blade, dropped it into my shirt pocket 
and grabbed for the caged bird.  
      The blue jay had a treble hook through his 
beak and still attached to the monofilament.  
How this poor little bird ended up that way, I’ll 
never know.
     “Why anyone would fish these waters with 
treble hooks is beyond me J.D.”
“Sort of wondered that myself.  Never heard of 
anyone using them on the rivers like this. Got that 
style hook on all my Lazy Ikes for trolling the lakes 
for bass but never anything like this!”
     We both stood there looking at the bird and 
shook our heads. J.D. reached in the net and gen-
tly cupped the bird in his hands and brought it 
out of the net.  I held onto its small beak and with 
my other hand carefully nudged the treble hook 
out with my forceps.  The hole in the blue jay’s 
beak had enlarged from the wear of his impris-
oned web as it tried in vain to free itself. The hole 
in the blue jays beak was now large enough now 
to carefully pass the hook back through and past 
the barb.
      The blue jay was free from the rusty hook. 
J.D. let his hands go. The bird made a quick flight 
to the opposite bank and disappeared in the up-
per regions of a nearby tree. Two other blue jays 
swooped in from a nearby tree somewhere down 
stream to join their feathered friend in need. We 
both stood watching in a moment of silence be-
fore we slowly retrieved our fly rods.  And, as we 
turned to head downstream where J.D.’s canoe 
was all three blue jays descended down in front 
of us to climatically bid us farewell. They looked 
beautiful in their flight of freedom, they sang out 
with their chatter before quickly disappearing 
beyond the Point just ahead of us.

Fisherman and the Blue Jay...continued
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     “Robert. This has been a wonderful day see-
ing how gentle you are with nature,” J.D said in a 
very slow soft thought out tone. “Seems like find-
ing the time to help that there blue jay and, and 
well, even the release of that brown, makes me 
stop and think.” J.D. scratched at the back of his 
neck, adjusted his old hat as the sun made its fi-
nal plunge behind the trees. “I’m going to release 
that brown I’ve got in the bucket there in my ca-
noe. I do fish this river enough to know what my 
take should be at times.  Guess I like your think-
ing ‘bout coming back and trying for that brown 
another day.”  J.D. smiled at me as we both found 
the fisherman’s path and climbed out of the river 
together.  J.D. needed an extra hand in getting his 
tired frame up on land.
     We stood on the bank for a few seconds as 
J.D. fumbled for his pipe and matches and gazed 
back at where we had just come. “Now let me 
think here, Robert, don’t remember this part of 
the river over across the way,” he said as he point-
ed to the dense underbrush on the opposite side.
     “If your canoe is just around the Point, I’ll walk 
down and see you off.  There’s a spot I might try in 
that area before I head back to meet Nelson at the 
car,” I said as I pointed in the direction of the Point 
where the fisherman’s path led. “I’d feel better if I 
saw you to your canoe.” I patted his arm with reas-
surance as we both turned and headed to follow 
the old path.  I was a little perplexed- J.D. seemed 
a little out of tune.  His ramblings about baseball, 
I guess I never did follow. Then, the release of my 
brown sort of made me wonder about the guy 
and if he had ever heard of “catch-and-release.” 
But, he seemed nice and I was happy that we had 
met on the stream like this.
     There it was, a Chestnut canoe, deep green 
in color. An old canoe by today’s standards- a 
collectors dream sitting there nudged up on 
the banks in the Pere Marquette shallows, just 
beyond the Point. The canoe itself really looked 
in good shape as it sat there- a classic picture of 
craftsmanship with its planked bottom, slotted 
rails, and an aged paddle gently propped against 
the side. The seats were slats of wood as opposed 
to the cane seats found on other crafts of this 
vintage. J.D. had an old canvas bag lumped in 
the bottom of the canoe, an extra canoe paddle, 
an old gas lantern and one large pole that ran 
the length of the canoe. An old beat-up bucket 
with a few branches on top acting as a shaded 
lid sat near the forward seat.  The green color 
canvas covered canoe added a mysterious pride 
of another era sitting here before me. J.D. and 
his Leonard, the vintage canoe and our chance 
meeting needed some deep thinking on my part.
      “Well Robert we made it. That’s my canoe.” J.D. 
said with pride as he waded into the shallows and 
gently laid his fly rod and net across the canvas 
bag. “One of these days I might be trading this old 
canoe in on one of those aluminum ones every-
one’s got.” J.D. pushed back his hat and relit his 
pipe. “Then maybe best I keep her, got plenty of 
memories with each stroke I take when I’m on the 
river with her,” he added softly. 
    “Now if that brown is still thinking about a 
home, I’ll set him back in the waters, Robert.” J.D. 
stepped around and pulled the few branches off 
the top of the bucket and peered inside at his 
prized fish. “Yep, here we are. My, I hope I’ll see 
you again some time. Guess your brothers will 
want to know more about your sudden disap-
pearance,” J.D. commented as he chuckled. J.D. 
then lowered the bucket to the level of the shal-
lows and tipped it so the trout could escape. J.D. 
banged the bottom of his bucket with his pipe 
gently and the brown scurried away. “Your com-
mitment to these waters should be noted Robert. 
Think when I get my canoe business started I’ll 
make sure people see the beauty, I guess this 
might be a start.”
   J.D. set the bucket back in the canoe and 
grabbed for his gas lantern. He pumped the small 
arm to give life to it before starting the wick, then 

    “How about you?”
   “Not much at all. Saw plenty of insects on the 
water, but came up dry.  Worked a Wholly Bugger 
just a little while ago near the riffles up stream 
and had two nice hits, broke me off both times.”
    We sat there in the dark on camp chairs, the 
light from the opened car trunk aiding us as we 
shed our waders. We both had gained access to 
the cooler and were enjoying a cold drink. We 
broke our rods, wiped them down and put them 
in their rod cases when I told him of the old gen-
tleman on the river and the fact that he helped 
me with rescuing the blue jay.
“Ever hear of an older gentleman with a pencil 
bar mustache by the name of J.D. Forester,” I non-
chalantly quizzed?
    “Old J.D. Quite a character,” Nelson piped up as 
he smiled and shook his head.
    “Haven’t heard his named mentioned in years. 
Owned one of the first canoe liveries on the river. 
Always had a story about the latest baseball 
game played by the Tigers, big Tiger fan.  His wife 
drove him around town in an old 1949 Studebak-
er, had an old wood and canvas canoe top of the 
car. Old J.D. was set to fish almost anywhere his 
wife would drive him. Only time he hung around 
the canoe livery was when he was listening to a 
baseball game in the afternoon. Had that old sho-
tie gray building, as his canoe livery, next to the 
bridge. Think J.D. and his wife had a cabin down 
river somewhere too. I bought one of his cane 
rods from him back in the mid 60’s, a Leonard, 
seemed like he needed the money. Why?”
     “Ummm, well…I met a gentleman on the river 
tonight. Said his name was J.D. Forester.”
       “Got to be mistaken there Robert, he was close 
to 70 or so when I bought the Leonard rod from 
him almost forty years ago.  Can’t remember too 
much about him as to when anyone ever last 
saw him. His canoe livery was always seasonal 
here on the Pere Marquette.  J.D. would always 
pack-up after baseball season in the fall and head 
west somewhere. One year he never came back.  
Locked his place up, with what small amount 
of canoes he had for his business, packed up 
his cottage and just vanished. Didn’t have very 
many canoes to serve his cliental, so I really don’t 
know how he ever made a living. County sheriff 
boarded the windows to deter vandalism and the 
building has just sat there ever since. His cabin 
still sits empty too.”  
     “No one ever figured out why he never re-
turned to the area,” I asked with a keen interest?
      “Not really, locals said that he got mad at base-
ball for playing night games, interfered with his 
fishing in the evenings.” Nelson started to chuckle 
to himself as he then added, “Probably moved on 
to look for work.  Nicest guy you’d ever want to 
meet, made a lot of friends along the river.”
     Nelson’s laughter escalated, I felt it was di-
rected at me. “Come on Robert, let’s go home. It’s 
been a long day, a long day when you tell me that 
you’ve met J.D. Forester too, think maybe you’ve 
been dreaming.”  Nelson kept a snicker as he 
nudged my shoulder in fun, dug for his car keys 
and opened the car door. “We’ll stop by the M-37 
Diner, add a few lines to our fisherman’s journal 
over a cup of coffee before we hit the road.”
    We rode in silence down the dusty two-lane 
gravel road that emptied onto the main drag 
on M-37 the bridge was on our left as we came 
to the stop sign. J.D.’s canoe livery building was 
to our right across the highway. The headlights 
barely picked up the outlined building set back 
from the road. Nelson said, “That’s where J.D. had 
his canoe livery.” Nelson pointed at the structure 
off in the distance as we slowly turned onto the 
main highway. We both peered into the darkness 
at the old building that I knew was always there, 
but never realized the exact history surrounding 
it until now.  The small building held a mysterious 
outline set against the late night sky as we slowly 
tooled by.

adjusted the glowing flame with care. 
      “Robert, can you hold my lantern?” 
      J.D. reached under the forward seat where the 
lumpy bag was and retrieved what looked like 
part of a furnace duct with one side cut away.  He 
placed it on the forward canoe seat and hitched 
it to the slatted structure. A cut away opening 
of the duct faced forward. J.D motioned for the 
lantern, nestled it inside the metal duct structure, 
the light of the lantern then illuminated the front 
of the bow making the water in front shimmer. It 
was a perfect beam of light that reflected in the 
direction of the bow only.
     “I’ll be damned, J.D. guess you could go about 
anywhere on this river with the lantern leading 
the way. What a sweet idea!” I stood there silently 
amazed at J.D., his canoe and  his Leonard. 
     “Robert you’re a true gentleman and I’m glad 
we ran across each other.  The release of your nice 
brown and the rescue of the blue jay I’ll always 
remember- you sure looked a little silly out there 
on that skinny tree.”
     We both had a good laugh.
    “Tell you something though, if I see you out here 
again, I’ll want to take a closer look at that fancy 
rod you’ve got. It sure is a beauty. You really know 
how to make it work when you got that brown. 
Looked like you were in control all the way.” 
J.D. pulled at his Chestnut and it gracefully glided 
into the knee-deep water we were standing in. 
We shook hands. “Robert, the evening here on 
the Pere Marquette was delightful, but I must be 
on my way.” 
    He then quickly stepped into his craft reached 
for the pole, stood erect slowly and poled his way 
into the current. J.D. looked around and shouted 
back at me, “Robert, if you ever get down past the 
red cottage up ahead there, I’m the next cottage, 
same side of the river, ‘bout a mile down river. 
Always have room for you on the front porch, 
we’ll listen to the game in the afternoon then go 
fishing later for the evening hatch.” J.D gave me a 
wave, pulled at his hat and smoothly poled the 
Chestnut as it glided down river towards the cot-
tage before the next bend. The lantern glowed 
as a single headlight showing the way. The water 
before him shimmered with ghostlike reflections. 
J.D. put his weight slightly on his left side, leaned 
on the pole and swiveled his hips. The canoe 
kicked right, its bow tilted up in the air as he 
poled the craft to stay in the current.  Then, with 
one graceful motion he leaned forward, dropped 
to his knees, laid the pole on the side of the ca-
noe, grabbed his paddle and sat back in the seat.  
The Chestnut was now heading for the bend in 
the river at the red cottage with the blue striped 
awning hanging down. J.D. looked back my way 
and gave me a nod as he disappeared from view. 
I stood there for a few minutes watching the 
golden light from his lantern flicker between the 
trees then vanish.  
     I couldn’t believe he had so much interest in 
my fly rod. To be honest with this whole evening, I 
was more interested in his Leonard and his Chest-
nut canoe. What a character.  Hope I run into him 
again out here. I’ve got plenty of questions I’d like 
to ask.
     The evening fishing was coming to an end. I 
had just enough time to retrace my steps along 
the fishermen’s path. I could hear a few browns 
and rainbows sipping at the spinner fall as they 
settled on the waters. Unfortunately, I wasn’t 
rigged up for the late night excitement. I had get 
back to the car and meet Nelson.
     I dug out my small flashlight and made my 
way back to the car as I rustled my way through 
the under brush. There were deer that jumped at 
my every move. I was the intruder among their 
evening walk here in the forest.
“Well, how did you do Robert,” Nelson blared out 
in the dark as I finally reached the car?
      “Got one nice brown about 18 inches on one 
of my soft hackles.”
      “Good for you!”

     “We’ll Robert, you’ll have quite the story for 
your journal with the blue jay you rescued, won’t 
you?” Nelson had another chuckle underneath 
his breath for me as we pulled into the M-37 
Diner parking lot.
   “Guess I will,” I said sheepishly. I paused, 
scratched at my beard and asked Nelson: “What 
Leonard did you buy from J.D?”
      “It’s an eight footer. Had his name on the rod- 
‘J.D. Forester’ said he bought it in 1951. Don’t 
think I gave him much more than three hundred 
dollars for it. It’s a sweet rod, little heavy. I’ve 
fished it plenty of times here on the river. I’ve kept 
in its original condition. I know the rod is worth 
plenty now to some collector. I’ll pass it onto my 
grandson someday.”
     We sat in a small booth, Nelson and his coffee, 
I with another Coca-Cola, and added some lines 
in our journals- Nelson got me started doing the 
journal years ago. Nelson silently penned in his 
evening fly fishing experiences, another entry 
page of notes in his quest to realize his own fly 
fishing personal history. It helped to establish 
what to expect on any stretch of the river year 
after year.
      I scribbled in some notes about the nice eigh-
teen inch brown, the stretch of the river and what 
fly I used along with the date, August 20th, and 
time of evening I caught the fish. I made mention 
about the rescue of the blue jay. I found myself 
hesitant for a moment, writing in J.D.’s name, 
the kind old gentleman I met that helped me. 
Nelson probably thought I was crazy when I had 
mentioned J.D.’s name. I slowly closed my small 
journal and snapped a rubber band around it, 
dropped it into my shirt pocket when suddenly I 
realized I had a small pocketknife, the same knife 
that was used to cut the blue jay free. 
    The initials on the small knife handle read- 
“J.D.F.” I had forgotten to give it back to him.

Author’s notes:
Eddie Gaedel was one of baseballs promotion 
gimmicks given to the game on August 19, 1951.  
The St. Louis Browns found themselves in last 
place in the American League and the Browns 
owner, Bill Veeck, needed some publicity to stir-
up their sagging attendance at home games. 
Veeck contrived a piece of showmanship and 
sent in little Gaedel who stood 3 ft 7 in at the 
plate.  The opposing Detroit Tiger team, were all 
in shock along with the umpiring crew that day. 
The fans went wild with laughter as the Tiger 
pitcher, Bob Cain, tried to find the one and one-
half inch strike zone on little Eddie Gaedel.  And, 
after 4 pitches Gaedel was awarded a walk and 
began his famous trot to first base.  Ty Tyson was 
the Detroit Tiger play-by-play radio announcer 
that “reconstructed” the game from ticker tape 
handed to him during the game from St. Louis. 

The blue jay rescue was entered in my journal as it 
happened- August 20, 2001.
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San Juan River Outing- 2013
Dates: Thursday, September 26 - Sunday, September 29, 2013

Your host is: Charlie Rosser.  
Questions?? Catch Charlie at: 480-586-7163 

or e-mail him at chasr123@cox.net.

See ya at the club meeting...

Wednesday, September 11,  2013
Come get involved...Talk Fly Fishing with us.

See you at the next club meeting!

October Outing...White Mountains
Thursday October 24th – Sunday October 27th, 2013

Hosts: Gentry Smith  |  Tom Horvath | Vince Deadmond
Catch me, Gentry Smith at: design@gentrysmith.com

November Outing...Rocky Point
Thursday November 7th –Tuesday, November 12th, 2013

Host:  Vince Deadmond
Catch me, Vince at: 480 818 1796 or vince@ajbest.com


